Searching Zegami: a few tips

Zegami is a fantastic new tool for searching and filtering our trade cards by place, tradesman, trade, products, imagery, etc etc.

It is very intuitive, but here are a few tips to help you get the best out of it:

- The search box at the top is a powerful tool, and is the best place to start if you are searching for people (as our data separates individual tradesmen from companies).
- You can do targeted searching in the other search boxes.
- When you filter a search by a second term, the secondary options are all relevant to the first search term.
- When you have images on the screen, the metadata will appear in a box on the right when you click on the image. You can see this in Table form for all your results if you wish by clicking on Table icon (top bar)
- Remember to click on the X at the top of the boxes to close one search before doing a new one, otherwise your searches will be cumulative.
- Click on the Map symbol on the top tool bar to see your results on a map or
- Start with the map and see what we have for various regions of the UK and (not very numerous) for other countries

Do give us feedback, and report any errors: we are at beta test stage.